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G37 transmission speed sensor location

The G-Series Setting Forum is the site of discussions about G35/G37 performance changes and mechanical repair. jebgooding: 2 Joined: Monday April 01, 2013 6:40 pm Car: 2003 infiniti g35 Coupe Postby jebgooding » Monday April 01, 2013 7:10 pm Is anyone replacing the transmission speed sensor in 2003 G35? I
can't find much information? How do you get back to him? The most useful images would be if someone has some. I noticed no change problem, but the czech engine light is on and the P0720 launcher. I searched forums but nothing was very special, it didn't help me much in the transition. schuman43s: 1 Membership:
Wed October 27, 2010 10:04 am in the car: G35 sedan 03 Postby schuman43 » Monday May 27, 2013 9:01 pm Do anyone find a fix for this? To my understanding, the Revolution Speed Sensor is part of the valve body assembly and its $1,300 from the vendor. I have an 03 G35 sedan a/t with the same code. Mine's
stuck in third gear. pae9132s: 268 Joined: Friday January 26, 2007 5:49 pm Car: Change 03 V35 Location: Las Cruces, NM Postby pae9132 » Thu Aug 08, 2013 12:16 pm I am looking into this matter myself because of my automatic dashboard gear selection does not show anything at all. It turned out to be an electrical
problem for me but I found that the Speed Sensor 2 is inside the transmission oil casing. According to the manual it seems it's just screwed down and a clip as well. I recommended a transfer shop with free inspection. *I'm not a mechanic but from what I read the speed sensor 1 is just a built-in check.... Speed Sensor 2
is a physical part. Return to G35 and G37 Engine, Drivetrain &amp; Tuning Jump to Info: Select your make and model in the red title bar above so we can show the parts you need. The vehicle on your driveway heads and shoulders above the rest compared to all other vehicles on today's roads. Representing your
Infinity is not the only place to find the best parts to repair your G37. It's not a regular event that you discover you need an alternative transmission shaft speed sensor for your car. When the Infinity G37 itself was born, it was destined for a driver who wants a unique style in his car. What the speed sensor shaft
transmission does for your vehicle. Since there is an automatic transmission in your G37 infiniti, it uses a variety of sensors and control modules to function at its full potential. One of these devices is your transmission shaft speed sensor. This part is installed outside your automatic transmission input or output shaft and
measures the rotational speed of small gears that have been thered into those shafts using an electromagnetic coil. After your engine control module receives this data, it has become more useful information for speedometer, odeometer, and solenoid transmission transmission. You have to completely replace the failed
Infiniti G37 transmission speed sensor No longer try to drive without your tools and/or cruise controls. There's no reason to delay... Buy yourself while the supplies last. At auto parts discounts, we have live customer service members available with sufficient expertise to help you choose the right infiniti G37 section for your
needs. Ordering new infiniti parts from www.carpartsdiscount.com means you are paying the lowest price for the absolute biggest original and after-market replacement G37 parts on the internet. Due to all the problems that can be involved with repairing damage to your car or truck, let www.carpartsdiscount.com first
where you go to buy it easy. All G37 infiniti transmission shaft speed sensor parts on this screen will be tailored to cars made in 2013, 2012, 2011, 2010, 2009, 2008. Choose your following year to refine your search. look after.
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